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Harsh weather conditions and common wear and 
tear are no match for this series as exceptional 
quality is engineered into each container.

At Busch Systems, we’ve been designing quality 
products for over 30 years and have been a trusted 
source for reliable recycling and waste containers. 
From material sourcing to construction, we make 
longevity a priority so you don’t have to.

Elevate your Corporate Social Responsibility by 
showcasing your dedication to environmental 
stewardship; exceed expectations by introducing 
the Sustainable City series.

SURPASS YOUR 

S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y
POTENTIAL

t h e  S U S T A I N A B L E  C I T Y  s e r i e s
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Enhance the visual appeal of your outdoor recycling  
& waste program with this modern, sleek container. 
This metal bin is durable and includes functional design 
components that allow for easy servicing. The Portland 
is perfect for high volume areas and will be a welcome 
solution for your outdoor recycling & waste needs. 

• Option to collect up to three streams allowing you to  
tailor to your program’s needs

• Includes functional design components which 
simplifies servicing 

• Durable metal body is constructed to handle a variety  
of harsh weather conditions

• Can be secured to the ground for additional stability

SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY 
45 Gallon

DIMENSIONS 
23” Diameter x 37.5” H

STOCK BODY COLOR

 
STOCK LINER COLORS

Silver

Blue 
Black

* Blue Only Available 
for Single

• Array of configurations allow collection for up to  
three streams

• The pattern of the body aids in stream identification by 
revealing the brightly colored liners within

• Rigid plastic liners enforce stability

• Ergonomic handles on liners create seamless servicing

SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY 
45 Gallon

DIMENSIONS 
23” Diameter x 37.5” H

STOCK BODY COLOR

 
STOCK LINER COLORS

Grey

Blue 
Black

Green

* Green Only Available 
for Triple

Add a burst of color to your community’s recycling & waste 
program with the Vancouver. This round metal container 
accommodates up to three streams and comes with a 
sturdy plastic lid and durable body to withstand various 
elements. The Vancouver will be a pivotal part of keeping 
your community’s outdoor space clean and free of litter.

MULTI STREAM MULTI STREAM

Available in Single, Double or Triple Configurations
LID OPTIONS

*Single Only
 Standard Canopy Dome

Available in Single, Double or Triple Configurations
LID OPTIONS

*Single Only
 Standard Canopy Dome

https://app.salsify.com/catalogs/12c1464a-fb3f-46e6-b9d3-39bfa9a152b5/products?filter=%3D%27Product%20Category%20Code%27%3A%27PORT%27
https://app.salsify.com/catalogs/12c1464a-fb3f-46e6-b9d3-39bfa9a152b5/products?filter=%3D%27Product%20Category%20Code%27%3A%27VANC%27
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• Sophisticated argyle design adds unique flare to your 
environment

• Practical liners are equipped with easy-to-grip handles 
offering simplified maintenance 

• Tethered lid is made of lightweight material which 
enhances servicing experience 

• Pre-drilled holes for optional security enhancement

SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY 
45 Gallon

DIMENSIONS 
23” Diameter x 37.5” H

STOCK BODY COLOR

 
STOCK LINER COLORS

Silver

Blue 
Black

Green

* Green Only Available 
for Triple

Add style to your sustainability program with the Berkeley; 
a container that encompasses both charisma and 
practicality! This metal beauty offers a large capacity and 
ergonomic features with its liners coming equipped with 
easy-to-grip handles. The energy of the Berkeley is sure to 
lift the spirit and success rate of your program.

MULTI STREAM

• Add personality and durability to your program with this 
powerful expanded metal design

• Diversify collection with up to 3 streams

• Endure the elements with this rust and UV proof container

• Option to secure product to the ground to  
enhance security

SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY 
45 Gallon

DIMENSIONS 
23” Diameter x 37.5” H

STOCK BODY COLOR

 
STOCK LINER COLORS

Black

Blue 
Black

Green

* Green Only Available 
for Triple

Heighten the success rate of your refuse management 
program with the Toronto. This expanded metal container 
is the only one of its kind in the series. The vivid mesh-like 
design creates high visibility of the internal colored liners, 
maximizing stream recognition. Be the recycling leader in 
your industry by adding containers to your program that 
are constructed with sustainability in mind. 

MULTI STREAM

Available in Single, Double or Triple Configurations
LID OPTIONS

*Single Only
 Standard Canopy Dome

Available in Single, Double or Triple Configurations
LID OPTIONS

*Single Only
 Standard Canopy Dome

https://app.salsify.com/catalogs/12c1464a-fb3f-46e6-b9d3-39bfa9a152b5/products?filter=%3D%27Product%20Category%20Code%27%3A%27BERK%27
https://app.salsify.com/catalogs/12c1464a-fb3f-46e6-b9d3-39bfa9a152b5/products?filter=%3D%27Product%20Category%20Code%27%3A%27TORO%27
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Built with recycled plastic lumber, the Minneapolis offers 
a large capacity to extend time between maintenance, 
adding convenience to your schedule. This durable 
container is strategically configured with outdoor spaces 
in mind in order to conquer fierce weather conditions. 
Make the Minneapolis the next addition to your  
outdoor program.

• Vibrant recycled lumber increases program’s 
stream visibility

• Sturdy, durable design is perfect for parks and 
outdoor spaces

• High capacity container can extend the time 
between servicing

• Customization available at low minimum quantity 

SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY 
32 Gallon

DIMENSIONS 
22.75” Diameter x 34.75” H

STOCK BODY COLORS

 
 
STOCK LINER COLOR

Black

Blue 
Cedar

Available in Single Configuration
LID OPTIONS

 Standard Ashtray Dome

Exceed your recycling & waste objectives with the 
reliable design of the Boston. Heighten your collection 
program’s success with this metal bin’s energetic 
construction. The Boston will be an integral part to 
sustaining your outdoor collection goals. 

• Large capacity is ideal for high-volume collection needs

• Rigid plastic liners with ergonomic handles allow for 
easier servicing

• Lid tethers to body to prevent separation

• Option to be secured to the ground to provide  
extra stability

SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY 
32 Gallon

DIMENSIONS 
22.75” Diameter x 34.5” H

STOCK BODY COLOR

 
STOCK LINER COLOR

Black

Black

Available in Single Configuration
LID OPTIONS

 Standard Ashtray Dome

https://app.salsify.com/catalogs/12c1464a-fb3f-46e6-b9d3-39bfa9a152b5/products?filter=%3D%27Product%20Category%20Code%27%3A%27MINN%27
https://app.salsify.com/catalogs/12c1464a-fb3f-46e6-b9d3-39bfa9a152b5/products?filter=%3D%27Product%20Category%20Code%27%3A%27BOST%27
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The Sustainable City series shines a new light on 
the world of outdoor collection programs while 
balancing the scale between design and durability.

With their steel structure, each design is constructed 
to handle various weather conditions and adds 
longevity to your sustainability program. This 
multifaceted series offers quality containers that  
are devised to complement any outdoor space 
while promoting smart refuse collection.

Pave a new path in your environmental journey  
with the Sustainable City series.

SHAPE YOUR 
c i t y s c a p e

Boost the success of your collection program without 
taking a large bite out of your budget with this reliable, 
affordably priced metal bin. The Denver is an admirable 
option for those looking for a dependable, economical 
collection container.

SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY 
38 Gallon

DIMENSIONS 
22” Diameter x 38” H

STOCK BODY COLORS

 
 
STOCK LINER COLORS

Blue 
Black

Black

• Bag retention ring on liner restricts movement of bag, 
which helps control the tidy cosmetic look of the bin

• Affordably priced, allowing flexibility for bins to be 
easily added to your program

• Tether comes standard to keep lid connected

• Durable construction to withstand various climates

Available in Single Configuration
LID OPTIONS

 Standard

https://app.salsify.com/catalogs/12c1464a-fb3f-46e6-b9d3-39bfa9a152b5/products?filter=%3D%27Product%20Category%20Code%27%3A%27DENV%27


http://www.buschsystems.com
http://www.buschsystems.com
https://www.youtube.com/user/buschsystems
https://www.pinterest.ca/buschsystems/
https://www.facebook.com/BuschSystems
https://twitter.com/BuschSystems
https://www.instagram.com/buschsystems/
https://ca.linkedin.com/company/busch-systems/
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